Constitution Challenge Contributors

https://sos.oregon.gov/archives/Pages/constitution-challenge.aspx

Thank You for Preserving Oregon History
Names will appear alphabetical by first name.

$10,000 Contributions

- F Lee And Mary D Allen
- Leo And Sudie Larson
- Leo C And Jeane R Larson
- Oregon Historical Society
- Tony And Shelly Larson

$1,000 Contributions

- Beaverton Hillsboro Republican Women
- Fred Vannatta
- Gerald Frank
- Jim And Cathy Parker
- Or State Soc. Daughters Of The American Revolution
- Ron And Caly Garris

$160 Contributions

- Bob Bills
- Debra Royal
- Erik And Kim Gellatly
- Kimberly Jensen
- Mary Beth Herkert

$10 Contributions

- Anthony Testi
- Byron Beaulieu
- Dresden Skees-gregory
- Kick Ass Oregon History
- Kristin Wolter
- Kyle Knight
- Marvin Fjordbeck
- Michael Calcagno
- Pat Wels
- Rhonda And Ella Lester
- Robert Pitts

Other Contributions